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Background: Complete electronic health records (EHRs) are not often available, because information 
barriers are caused by differences in the level of informatization and the type of the EHR system. Therefore, 
we aimed to develop a deep learning system [deep learning system for structured recognition of text images 
from unstructured paper-based medical reports (DeepSSR)] for structured recognition of text images from 
unstructured paper-based medical reports (UPBMRs) to help physicians solve the data-sharing problem.
Methods: UPBMR images were firstly preprocessed through binarization, image correction, and image 
segmentation. Next, the table area was detected with a lightweight network (i.e., the proposed YOLOv3-
MobileNet model). In addition, the text of the table area was detected and recognized with the model 
based on differentiable binarization (DB) and convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN). Finally, 
the recognized text was structured according to its row and column coordinates. DeepSSR was trained and 
validated on our dataset with 4,221 UPBMR images which were randomly split into training, validation, and 
testing sets in a ratio of 8:1:1.
Results: DeepSSR achieved a high accuracy of 91.10% and a speed of 0.668 s per image. In the system, 
the proposed YOLOv3-MobileNet model for table detection achieved a precision of 97.8% and a speed of  
0.006 s per image.
Conclusions: DeepSSR has high accuracy and fast speed in structured recognition of text based on 
UPBMR images. This system may help solve the data-sharing problem due to information barriers between 
hospitals with different EHR systems.
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Introduction

Paper-based medical reports are widely used in the 
medical system, and they vary in data, structures, and  
layouts (1). This is particularly true in China because 
hospitals have used different technologies to develop 
their medical information systems, making data exchange 
and information sharing very difficult (2). It is a common 
practice for patients to carry paper-based medical reports if 
they are to transfer to or seek help from another hospital, 
where the information is to be re-processed (read and 
manually input) by the staff before use. In addition, to 
collect big data required for medical research and practice, 
paper-based medical reports need to be entered into the 
system. This manual process is time-consuming, inefficient, 
and costly. There is a growing demand for the automatic 
processing of paper-based medical reports. To realize 
automatic processing of unstructured paper-based medical 
reports (UPBMRs), table detection, text detection, text 
recognition, and text box assignment should be done in 
sequence, and various methods are used to solve the sub-
problems.

For table detection, heuristic-based methods and deep 
learning-based methods are mostly used. The former 
adopted a set of characteristic-based rules to analyze a given 
image to identify the table areas that meet specific criteria. 
The T-Recs system proposed by Kieninger et al. used a 
bottom-up clustering approach to detect the word segments 
within the image and then combined them according 
to some predefined rules to obtain the conceptual text  
blocks (3). Yildiz et al. developed the pdf2table system, 
which employs multiple heuristics to identify tables in PDF 
files (4). Koci et al. adopted a graphic model to represent 
the layout and spatial features of the potential forms within 
a page and then identified the form as a subgraph using a 
genetic algorithm (5). Overall, these above heuristic-based 
approaches have difficulties in identifying tables in practice, 
and their robustness remains a doubt (6). Alternatively, deep 
learning-based approaches have been proposed. Siddiqui 
et al. (7) applied deformable convolution to Faster Region-
based Convolutional Neural Networks (Faster RCNN) (8) 
and Feature Pyramid Networks (9) to detect tables with 
arbitrary layouts. Sun et al. (10) proposed the concept of 
the corner (the table vertex used as the center of an area 
of a certain radius) and combined corner location into 
table detection based on Faster RCNN. Huang et al. (11) 
added anchor optimization strategy and post-processing 

method to the table detection model You Only Look 
Once, Version 3 (YOLOv3) (12). For anchor optimization, 
K-means clustering is used to find the exact location of the 
table, before additional blank and noise pages are removed 
from the prediction results. The table structure in the 
medical report is complicated with frame and frameless 
tables, making it difficult for rule- or heuristic-based table 
detection approaches. Deep learning-based approaches 
usually yield better performance (13).

For text detection, traditional text detection methods 
are to locate the text by designed features. For example, 
Mayan et al. compared the pixels of the original image 
against those of the template (14), Epshtein et al. extracted 
image edge features to generate a stroke width diagram for 
text detection (15), Yin et al. extracted the maximum stable 
extremum region (MSER) from the image as a candidate 
character region (16). However, the traditional text 
detection methods are prone to natural factors. In recent 
years, deep learning approaches have widely been adopted in 
text detection, which is mainly divided into two categories, 
namely bounding box regression and image segmentation 
based. In bounding box regression-based methods, text 
regions are treated as objects and their locations and 
categories are predicted. The Connectionist Text Proposal 
Network proposed by Tian used a Long Short-Term 
Memory network (17) to predict the text area and generate 
suggestions (18). Zhou et al. (19) proposed an efficient 
and accurate scene text detector (EAST) based on fully 
convolutional networks (20), which directly generates text 
regions, eliminating those redundant and time-consuming 
intermediate steps. In segmentation-based methods, text 
detection is treated as a classification problem of text and 
background. Kong et al. introduced a cyclic grouping model 
to map pixel embedding into n-sphere space, and segment 
each instance at the same time by predicting the embedding 
of all pixels at one time (21). Wang et al. predicted to predict 
the text region under different shrinkage scales and enlarged 
the detected text region iteratively until it collides with other 
instances (22). Liao et al. proposed a segmentation network 
with differentiable binary modules (DB), which improves 
both the accuracy and speed of segmentation (23). Despite 
yielding good performance in text detection of regular 
shapes, the bounding box regression-based approaches show 
difficulties in dealing with medical reports, which usually 
vary in size and shape in practice. 

For text recognition, traditional text recognition  
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(24-26) recognizes separate characters before grouping them 
into words. They explore low-level features that cannot 
recognize complex structures without context information. 
At present, most text recognition approaches adopt deep 
learning algorithms. Wang et al. (27) proposed a feature 
extraction framework for text recognition, which performed 
well in single character recognition. However, due to the 
variance in the background and character spacing, the 
segmentation of single characters remains a challenge. The 
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) model 
proposed by Shi et al. (28) uses the sequence model to learn 
the relationship between multiple characters. It combines 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with Recurrent 
Neural Network (RNN) for visual feature representation 
and uses connectionist temporal classification (CTC) (29) 
to calculate the conditional probability for prediction. 
Cheng et al. proposed a string recognition model based 
on an attention mechanism to solve the problem of target 
character deviation in complex images (30). The end-to-
end fast text location network proposed by Liu et al. shares 
features between text detection and text recognition (31). 
CRNN is an end-to-end trainable algorithm, which can 
recognize entire text sequences without splitting characters. 
In addition, it is not restricted by predefined dictionaries. 
Therefore, we decided to use the CRNN network for 
character recognition.

This paper presents a deep learning system [deep 
learning system for structured recognition of text 
images from unstructured paper-based medical reports 
(DeepSSR)] to extract and structure table information in 
medical reports. The system is mainly divided into four 
parts: image preprocessing, table detection, character 
recognition, and text box assignment. First, medical reports 
were preprocessed by graying, binarization, and image 
correction, so that the processed image was more suitable 
for subsequent table detection and character recognition 
than the original image. Next, a YOLOv3-MobileNet 
network model was used as the baseline network to detect 
the table area. Then, a model based on DB and a model 
based on CRNN were used for text detection and text 
recognition in the table area respectively. Finally, in the 
text box assignment phase, we associated the identified 
text boxes according to the row and column coordinates to 
obtain structured data. The contributions of this paper are 
the following:
	 We proposed a framework based on deep learning 

to recognize and structure tabular information from 
medical reports;

 We proposed a YOLOv3-MobileNet for table 
detection in medical reports;

 We built a dataset of UPBMR images for table 
detection algorithms.

We present the following article in accordance with 
the TRIPOD reporting checklist (available at https://atm.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-21-6672/rc).

Methods

The pipeline of our steps in DeepSSR is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Given an image of paper medical reports, image 
preprocessing, which includes gray processing, binarization, 
and image correction, was first carried out. Second, 
the table area of the processed image was detected via 
a YOLOv3-MobileNet network model. Third, the text 
within the detected table was detected and recognized with 
the model based on the DB and the CRNN. Finally, the 
detected text aligned with row and column coordinates was 
structured according to the key-value format. The output 
for one image of paper medical reports was an electronic 
form with structured data records.

Image preprocessing

The quality of UPBMR images is usually affected by 
various factors such as brightness, shooting angle, and 
so on. To minimize these influences on subsequent 
processing (including feature extraction, table recognition, 
text recognition, and text structuring), preprocessing was 
applied to enhance and correct images. Image enhancement 
is to strengthen the table and text information, while image 
correction is to correct the image tilt angle for subsequent 
table detection and text structuring. More specifically, 
we adopted grayscale transformation of color images, 
binarization and image correction.

Grayscale transformation of color images
Photos taken by mobile phones, cameras, and other devices 
are usually color images, which require more computing 
resources than their grayscale counterparts for lightweight 
processing do. In addition, colors in these UPBMR images 
are usually affected by natural light and cannot provide 
important information for subsequent detection and 

https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-21-6672/rc
https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-21-6672/rc
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recognition. To minimize the interference and promote the 
calculation speed (32), the grayscale transformation was 
applied. We focused on images composed of images of three 
channels in Red-Green-Blue, with different values from 0 to 
255 respectively. The grayscale transformation was applied 
to convert these color images into gray ones composed 
of only one channel. These transformation methods are 
usually based on component, maximum, average, and 
weighted average. Our approach adopted the weighted 
average method, that is, the values of the three RGB (red, 
green, and blue) channels are manipulated as the following 
formula (33):

=0.333 0.5 0.1666Y Fr Fg Fb× + × + ×  [1]

where Y is the gray value of the transformed image, Fr, Fg, 
and Fb are the gray values of R, G, and B of the original 
color image, respectively.

Binarization of grayscale images
The quality of the captured images may vary because of 

unclear ink and inconsistent definition. They must be first 
binarized to obtain a black-and-white image with only 0 
(black) and 255 (white) image pixels so that the foreground 
(including the text and form structure) and background 
can be divided in a light-weighted manner. To achieve this, 
a threshold should be determined for image binarization 
(i.e., the pixels greater than the threshold are set to be 
255, whereas the pixels less than the threshold are set to 
be 0) in either a global or local method (34). Our approach 
adopted a maximum interclass variance method [i.e., Otsu 
algorithm (35)] which maximizes the square root of the 
average gray levels of the whole image and its foreground 
and background regions.

Image correction based on the inclination angle
The inclination may be introduced when the medical 
reports are digitized manually, which affects the detection of 
table area and in turn the accuracy of character recognition. 
The tile angle of the image must be calculated to correct the 
image. Popular image correction algorithms include Hough 
transform (36), side horizontal projection (37), straight-line 

Figure 1 The pipeline of DeepSSR. DeepSSR, deep learning system for structured recognition of text images from unstructured paper-
based medical reports.
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fitting (38), and Fourier transform (39). Hough transform 
was adopted in our approach because it could provide good 
results even in the presence of noise and occlusion.

Hough transform was applied to the center of the images 
to reduce the computational complexity and improve 
accuracy. More specifically, the Hough transform was used 
to detect the lines in the image before the inclination angles 
of these lines were calculated. Note that the inclination 
angle of the image did not exceed 45 degrees. Therefore, 
those lines with an inclination angle of fewer than 45 
degrees were retained, and the overall tilt angle of the 
image was their average inclination angle. Finally, the image 
was rotated accordingly.

Table detection

After preprocessing, an image with information enhanced 
could be obtained. The table area was detected and its 
position was extracted via YOLOv3 which is one of the 
most widely used anchor-based one-stage architectures. 
YOLOv3 turns the target detection problem into a 
regression problem to detect the boundary box and category 

in the image. It is mainly composed of the feature extraction 
network DarkNet-53 and multi-scale prediction (12). 

Although YOLOv3 has high accuracy on small objects, 
it still has shortcomings. First, the deployment speed 
of DarkNet-53 networks on embedded devices (e.g., 
NVIDIA® Jetson AGX Xavier) is slow. Second, the multi-
scale prediction has poor extraction of local features on a 
single convolutional layer. 

We proposed a model named YOLOv3-MobileNet 
for table detection. The Efficient Convolutional Neural 
Network for Mobile Vision Application (MobileNet) has 
shown its advantages in small size, low computation cost, 
and high speed (40). Therefore, YOLOv3-MobileNet 
replaced DarkNet-53 with MobileNet to achieve lightweight. 
Spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) uses multiple pooling windows 
to process the same image at different scales to achieve multi-
scale local area feature fusion (41). Therefore, YOLOv3-
MobileNet introduced SPP to improve the accuracy of big 
objects detection by combining global and local multi-scale 
features.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the YOLOv3-MobileNet-
based detection module. First, images are scaled to a unified 

Figure 2 The architecture of YOLOv3-MobileNet. MobileNet, Efficient Convolutional Neural Network for Mobile Vision Application; 
SPP, spatial pyramid pooling.
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size (416×416). Then, the features were extracted via a 
MobileNet which decomposed the standard convolution 
into depthwise and pointwise convolutions to reduce the 
computational cost, without sacrificing accuracy and speed. 
The depthwise convolution was responsible for single 
filtering every input channel, and the pointwise convolution 
was responsible for combining the output of the depthwise 
convolution. Finally, the multi-scale detection network 
extracted the last three feature layers of MobileNet for 
convolution prediction. The first layer extracted the 52×52 
feature map for detecting small targets, the second layer 
extracted the 26×26 feature map for detecting medium 
targets, and the last layer extracted the 13×13 feature 
map for detecting large targets. SPP was doped after the 
third feature layer, which used multiple windows to pool 
feature maps to obtain fixed-size feature vectors. The final 
prediction was obtained by splitting the output of all three 
different feature maps. 

Richer semantic information is usually obtained via more 
layers and smaller feature maps. A low-level feature map has 
greater resolution and unveils more details, which helps to 
locate objects. A multi-scale detection network integrates 
the high-level and low-level features and predicts them on 
a multi-scale feature map, which improves the ability of the 
model to detect the surface area.

We used the anchor box mechanism proposed by Faster 
RCNN for target detection from the feature map and 

used the K-means algorithm to cluster the size of the real 
bounding boxes in the training set. The obtained anchor box 
size has better a priori than the manually selected size does. 
The model obtained 9 sizes of bounding boxes through the 
K-means algorithm, of which 3 with the largest size were 
allocated to the feature graph with the size of 13×13, 3 with 
the medium size were allocated to the feature graph with 
the size of 26×26, and the remaining 3 with the smallest size 
were allocated to the feature graph with the size of 52×52. 
For the output results, non-maximum suppression was used 
to filter the invalid or redundant bounding boxes, and the 
final detection results were therefore obtained.

Character recognition

Text detection
Once the table was detected, the content of the table must 
be recognized, and the key step of content recognition 
was the detection of the text area. Here, we used the DB 
algorithm to detect the text region of the image.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the text detector DB. 
First, the DB model used a residual neural network to 
extract image features, converted the feature output to the 
same size through upsampling, and cascaded to generate a 
feature layer. Then, the text probability map and dynamic 
threshold map were calculated through the feature layer. 
Finally, the binary map was generated by the text probability 

Figure 3 The architecture of the text detector DB. DB, differentiable binarization network; N, the upsampling factor.
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map and dynamic threshold map, and converted into text 
boxes using heuristic techniques.

After obtaining the probability map, the traditional 
method calculated the binary map through a fixed 
threshold. The DB algorithm predicted the threshold of 
each position in the image through the network to generate 
a dynamic threshold map. The results calculated according 
to the dynamic threshold were more suitable for complex 
and changeable detection scenarios.

Text recognition
After the text area was identified, the texts within could be 
recognized. CRNN was adopted for text recognition.

The network structure of  CRNN, as shown in  
Figure 4, consists of three parts, including a convolutional 
layer, a recurrent layer, and a transcription layer. In the 
convolutional layer, a CNN is used to extract feature 
sequences from each input image. In the recurrent layer, 
a RNN is used to learn and predict the label distribution 
from the feature sequence. In the transcription layer, a 
CTC is used to convert the label distribution obtained by 
the recurrent layer into the final recognition result.

Text box assignment

Text box assignment was needed to structure the not-

related-yet data obtained from the previous step.
First, the text boxes were sorted by their coordinates 

(as shown in Figure 5A). The abscissas and ordinates 
were sorted from top to bottom and then from left to 
right because text boxes might tilt with the paper. A fixed 
threshold of 1/3 of the text box height was set according to 
a priori experience. If the difference between the vertical 
coordinates of the text box was less than the threshold, the 
text boxes were considered of the same row, or they were 
divided into different rows if otherwise.

Similarly, we strung the text information into columns (as 
shown in Figure 5B). The range of the abscissa of the text 
box in the header row was used as the range of the current 
column. If there was an intersection between the abscissa 
of the text box and the header column, the text boxes were 
considered of the same column, or they were divided into 
different columns if otherwise. 

Finally, the text information aligned with row and 
column coordinates was structured in a key-value manner. 
By analyzing the header information of medical reports, 
a dictionary with keys was generated. Multiple header 
information was compared with the dictionary to get 
keys, and other text information on the same column 
was considered as values. In this manner, the conceptual 
connections were created between text information, which 
was more convenient for later storage and analysis.

Figure 4 The architecture of the text recognizer CRNN. CRNN, convolutional recurrent neural network; Bi-LSTM, bi-directional long 
short-term memory network; N, the number of convolutions.
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Dataset

A set of 4,221 UPBMR images between January 2020 
and June 2021 were collected and used for table detection 
and structure recognition because the public dataset was 
not available because of ethical concerns. Some of these 
UPBMR images are shown in Figure 6.

For table detection, the dataset was first annotated via 
LabelImg and then divided into three subsets for training 
(80%), verification (10%), and testing (10%) purposes. A 
rectangular box was used to label a table within the image 
and the corresponding information such as its position and 
size was recorded in an XML file.

Figure 5 Text box assignment. (A) 1-1 represents the first text box of the first line. (B) The blue line represents the range of the current 
column and 1-1 represents the text box in the first row and first column.

A B

A

C

B

D

Figure 6 UPBMR images. (A) has a slope, (B) has a shadow, (C) has a black border. The structures of (A), (B), (C), and (D) are different. 
UPBMR, unstructured paper-based medical reports.
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For structured data, we annotated the test set by manual 
input. In the annotation process, we extracted information 
in the image table according to the actual application 
scenario and stored the annotation information in the file in 
the form of key/value pairs.

Training

The hardware for model training is based on an Intel Xeon 
E5-2698 v4 CPU @ 2.20 GHz, 256 GB RAM, and NVIDIA 
Tesla V100 DGXS GPU with 32 GB memory.

For table detection, we put the training set into the 
training and used the verification set for verification in 
the training process to avoid overfitting. A max iterator of 
50,000, a batch size of 32, a learning rate of 0.001, and a 
learning decay rate of 10 were set for training (42). 

The Chinese and English ultra-lightweight text detection 
model and text recognition model trained by Du (43) were 
used in our training for text detection and recognition.

Evaluation standard

In the field of object detection, the average precision (AP) 
is mostly used as the evaluation metric of models. AP is 
calculated from precision (P) and recall (R). P refers to the 
probability of correct detection among all detected objects. 
R refers to the probability of correct identification among 
all positive samples. P and R are defined as follows:

=
+

TPP
TP FP

 [2]

=
+
TPR

TP FN
 [3]

where TP, FP, and FN denote true positive, false positive, 
and false negative. To get TP and FP, we need to use 
Intersection-over-Union (IoU), which is the ratio of the 
intersection and union of the prediction box and ground 
truth. If the IoU is greater than a threshold, it is considered 
TP, otherwise, it is considered FP.

Based on the P and R, the AP is defined in:

( )
1

0
=AP P R dR∫  [4]

For table detection, we evaluated models by using AP50 

(AP at IoU =0.5), which is the standard PASCAL Visual 
Object Classes (VOC) metric (44).

Statistical analysis

Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were employed to compare the 
proposed YOLOv3-MobileNet and other models. A P value 
less than 0.05 is considered significant. Statistical analysis 
was performed using SPSS 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,  
IL, USA).

Results

The performance comparison between different models 
is shown in Table 1, where our YOLOv3-MobileNet is 
compared against Faster RCNN and original YOLOv3.

Table 1 suggests that the YOLOv3-MobileNet model 
has the best performance. In terms of AP50, the YOLOv3-
MobileNet is higher than the Faster RCNN and the 
original YOLOv3. In terms of AP75 (AP at IoU =0.75), the 
YOLOv3-MobileNet is only 0.2% lower than the original 
YOLOv3. However, the YOLOv3-MobileNet model is 
several times faster than the other two. In conclusion, the 
YOLOv3-MobileNet model has high recognition accuracy 
and fast detection speed, which can meet the needs of 
medical report detection in the actual scene.

We also tested the performance of the DeepSSR. 
In terms of accuracy, the Tree-Edit-Distance-based  
Similarity (45) is used as the evaluation index, and the 
recognition accuracy is 91.10%. In terms of speed, the 
DeepSSR takes an average of 0.668 s to process an image. 
In addition, it can be deployed on NVIDIA Jetson AGX 
Xavier with a speed of 1.5 s.

To explore the impact of different table detection models 
on the performance of the frame, we conducted comparative 
experiments, and each experiment only changed the table 
detection model. The experimental results show that the 
accuracy and speed of the DeepSSR are improved by 
using the YOLOv3-MobileNet model. The system using 
YOLOv3-MobileNet has little difference in accuracy 
compared with the system using the other two models  
(Table 2).

DeepSSR shows excellent performance in the structured 
recognition of most UPBMR images (Figure 7). However, 
DeepSSR does not perform well for recognizing images 
with multiple lines of text in a cell (Figure 8).
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Discussion 

Different from the standard Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) tasks for text recognition from regular documents 
or paragraphs, it is not feasible to rely on Computer Vision 
(CV) and NLP alone to recognize text from unstructured 
documents. In the text recognition from unstructured 
documents, using image segmentation technology to 
extract text ignores semantic information, whereas the 
text in tables with complex structures cannot be effectively 
recognized with the standard NLP methods (46). In the 
present study, we successfully developed a deep learning 
system by integrating a series of methods (including image 
processing, table detection, text detection text recognition, 
and text structurization) to structurize text from UPBMR 
images. The system with high accuracy of 91.10% and 
a fast speed of 0.668 s per image exhibited remarkable 
performance in structurizing text from UPBMR images. 
These results indicate that this system could be used as a 
potential processing tool for automatically extracting text 
information. To our knowledge, this study was the first deep 
learning system that realizes the text structurization from 
Chinese UPBMR images.

The high accuracy of our system could be attributed to 

the appropriate processing methods adopted in each stage. 
These key processing methods include image correction 
based on the inclination angle in the image pre-processing 
stage, the proposed YOLOv3-MobileNet model in the table 
detection stage, the DB-CRNN model in the character 
recognition stage, and the text box assignment in the text 
structurization stage. (I) The results of image correction 
directly affect the accuracy of the table detection and the 
text structurization. On the one hand, corrected images 
ensure that the table area is approximately rectangular, 
promoting the increase in the accuracy of table detection 
and character recognition. On the other hand, the corrected 
image makes recognized text close to being arranged in rows 
and columns, facilitating the text box assignment according 
to its coordinates and thereby increasing the accuracy of 
the text structurization. (II) A lightweight deep learning 
model with YOLOv3 and MobileNet is designed for table 
detection from our UPBMR images. The model achieved 
an AP of 97.8% while ensuring a high processing speed 
of 0.006 s. The results of table detection. The accurate 
table detection helps text detection and recognition in the 
character recognition stage. (III) For text detection, the DB 
model trained on a public dataset with 1,670 images (17,548 
annotated regions) at the 13th International Conference on 
Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) is used in 
our deep learning system since this model is the best among 
44 methods summited to the ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading 
Competition and its detection accuracy reached to 83.79%. 
For text recognition, the CRNN model is used in our deep 
learning system, since it is suitable for multi-lingual text 
recognition and its average accuracy reached 98.57% for 
Chinese text recognition (47). These excellent methods 
suitable for processing our UPBMR images are used in our 
system to improve the accuracy of character recognition. 
(IV) Given the prior knowledge (i.e., the structured text 
is arranged in rows and columns of the table) of the data 

Table 1 Comparison of table detection algorithms 

Detection algorithm AP50 (%) AP75 (%) Test time of a single image per second 

Faster RCNN 96.5 94.1 0.030

YOLOv3 97.5 94.9 0.014

YOLOv3-MobileNet 97.8 94.7 0.006

AP50, average precision at Intersection-over-Union =0.5; AP75, average precision at Intersection-over-Union =0.75; Faster RCNN, Faster 
Region-based Convolutional Neural Network; YOLOv3, You Only Look Once, Version 3 (a real-time object detection algorithm); MobileNet, 
Efficient Convolutional Neural Network for Mobile Vision Application.

Table 2 Comparison results of experiments

Table detection model Accuracy (%)
Test time of a single 
image per second 

Faster RCNN 90.85 0.986

YOLOv3 89.51 0.670

YOLOv3-MobileNet 91.10 0.668

Faster RCNN, Faster Region-based Convolutional Neural 
Network; YOLOv3, You Only Look Once, Version 3 (a real-time 
object detection algorithm); MobileNet, Efficient Convolutional 
Neural Network for Mobile Vision Application.
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structure in UPBMR images, the corresponding post-
processing method is designed to ensure the high accuracy 
of the text structurization. Therefore, these methods 
designed for these UPBMR images allow our system to 
obtain good accuracy.

To enable our system to be used in future products, the 
use of various methods needs to increase the processing 
speed as much as possible without losing a lot of accuracy. In 

our deep learning system, the YOLOv3-MobileNet model 
for table detection and the DB-CRNN model for character 
recognition are mainly used for ensuring the accuracy of 
the system, while the lightweight network structure for 
table detection and the traditional methods for the pre-
processing and post-processing of images are designed 
to reduce the calculation time. Especially, the number of 
processed images of the YOLOv3-MobileNet model in the 

Figure 7 An example of a well-processed document. (A) The input image. (B) The character recognition result. (C) Structured data.

A

C
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Figure 8 An example of a poorly processed document. (A) The input image. (B) The character recognition result. (C) Structured data.
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table detection stage is increased by 140% compared with 
that of the YOLOv3 model. These approaches used in our 
system make the processing of images at a speed of 0.668 s 
per frame. The system is also deployed on NVIDIA Jetson 
AGX Xavier that can be used in our future products and 
its speed reaches 1.5 s. These results indicate that the deep 
learning system may be able to quickly structurize text from 
UPBMR images in our future products.

For text recognition from UPBMR images, Xue  
et al. (48) introduced a dataset that contains 357 images 
with a resolution of 2,500×3,400 and proposed a method 
based on deep learning to extract text information from 
medical reports. This approach consists of two modules: the 
module of text detection is built based on Faster RCNN 
architecture, while the module of text recognition is 
constructed based on and improved through a concatenation 
structure. The concatenation structure can merge the 
features from both shallow and deep layers. Different from 
the approach of Xue et al., our system includes four parts 
(i.e., image pre-preprocessing, table detection, character 
recognition, and text structurization) and thereby realize 
automatic text structurization. Moreover, DB and CRNN 
are used for text detection and text recognition, respectively. 
The performance of the DB model, which is better than 
Faster RCNN, is the second-best model for text detection 
(Table 3). Although the accuracy of CRNN is slightly lower 
than that of Xue et al. (90.6 vs. 95.8), its lower complexity 
compared to that of Xue et al. (34.0 vs. 42.9) can promote 
the speed of our system (Table 4). Therefore, our system 
tries its best to increase the speed of calculation under the 
accuracy of text recognition and automatically realizes the 
process from unstructured data to structured data.

White-Dzuro et al. (51) developed an optical mark 
recognition/optical character recognition system to 
extract medical information from paper assessment forms. 
The system scans a fixed area in the image by aligning 
the template to identify textual information, which only 
works for a single template. Different from the approach 
of White-Dzuro et al., our system uses a deep learning 
approach to identify important information areas in the 
report. Therefore, our system is more robust and suitable 
for recognizing medical report images of various structures.

Despite good performance, the proposed approach still 
has pitfalls for future improvement: (I) due to the lack of 
annotated corpus for text detection and recognition, the 
trained models (i.e., DB and CRNN) on public datasets are 
used in our system. The annotated corpus of our UPBMR 
images will be completed in further work. In this case, 
the accuracy of our system will be further improved when 
these models are trained on various datasets including 
our annotated UPBMR images, while the speed of our 
system will be increased when lightweight structures for 
text detection and recognition are designed based on our 
annotated UPBMR images. (II) Due to the influence of 
text detection and recognition being greater on the system, 
the system using YOLOv3-MobileNet has little difference 
in accuracy compared with the system using the other two 
models. In the future, we will optimize text detection and 
text recognition models to make the difference between 
YOLOv3-MobileNet and other table detection models 
more obvious. (III) DeepSSR performs poorly for images 
with multiple lines of text in one cell. Although these 
images are less numerous in real life, their medical value 
is equally important. In the future, we will train a table 
structure recognition model to recognize cells in a table, 
and then merge multiple lines of text in the cells. Despite 
the limitation, the study may provide technical details for 
realizing text structurization from UPBMR images.

Conclusions

This paper presents a deep learning system for structurizing 
text from UPBMR images. The system has the advantages 
of automation and being lightweight. First, it can realize 
automatic input. People can directly obtain the structured form 
information by entering the medical report image. Second, 
when it is deployed to the actual application scenario, the time 
to identify and construct medical reports is less than 2 s, which 
realizes lightweight on the premise of ensuring accuracy. 
Therefore, our deep learning system can automatically extract 
the form information in the medical report, solve the problem 
of cumbersome and time-consuming manual input operation 
in the actual scene, and realize the machine-aided recognition 
function of paper report content.
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Table 3 Text recognition results on the ICDAR 2015 dataset. These methods with “+” are collected from [Lu et al. 2021, (49)]. These methods 
with “−” are collected from [Liao et al. 2019, (23)]. These methods with “#” are collected from [Zhang et al. 2021, (50)]. Poly-FRCNN-3 is similar 
to that of [Xue et al. 2019, (48)]

Methods Precision Recall F1 score Note

Seglink + VGG16 73.10 76.80 75.00 +

WordSup 77.03 79.33 78.16 +

EAST + VGG16 80.05 72.80 76.40 +

EAST + ResNet50 77.32 81.66 79.43 +

EAST + PAVNET2x 83.60 73.50 78.20 +

EAST + PAVNET2x MS 84.64 77.23 80.77 +

STN-OCR (Saif et al. 2020) 78.53 65.20 71.86 +

Poly-FRCNN-3 (Ch’ng et al. 2020) 80.00 66.00 73.00 +

RFRN-4s (Deng et al. 2021) 85.10 76.80 80.80 +

EAST (Lu et al. 2021) 85.59 76.94 81.03 +

CTPN (Tian et al. 2016) 74.20 51.60 60.90 −

EAST (Zhou et al. 2017) 83.60 73.50 78.20 −

SSTD (He et al. 2017) 80.20 73.90 76.90 −

WordSup (Hu et al. 2017) 79.30 77.00 78.20 −

Corner (Lyu et al. 2018) 94.10 70.70 80.70 −

TB (Liao, Shi, and Bai 2018) 87.20 76.70 81.70 −

RRD (Liao et al. 2018) 85.60 79.00 82.20 −

MCN (Liu et al. 2018) 72.00 80.00 76.00 −

TextSnake (Long et al. 2018) 84.90 80.40 82.60 −

PSENet (Wang et al. 2019) 86.90 84.50 85.70 −

SPCNet (Xie et al. 2019) 88.70 85.80 87.20 −

LOMO (Zhang et al. 2019) 91.30 83.50 87.20 −

ATRR (Wang et al. 2019) 89.20 86.00 87.60 #

CRAFT (Baek et al. 2019) 89.80 84.30 86.90 −

PAN (Wang et al. 2019) 84.00 81.90 82.90 #

ContourNet (Wang et al. 2019) 87.60 86.10 86.90 #

SAE (720) (Tian et al. 2019) 85.10 84.50 84.80 −

GCN (Zhang et al. 2020) 88.50 84.70 86.60 #

Texts as Lines (Wu et al. 2020) 81.70 77.10 79.40 #

WSSTD (Zhang et al. 2021) 83.10 85.70 84.40 #

SAE (990) (Tian et al. 2019) 88.30 85.00 86.60 −

Ours (DB) 91.80 83.20 87.30 −

ICDAR, International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition; Seglink, Segment Linking; VGG16, Visual Geometry Group 
Network; WordSup, Exploiting Word Annotations for Character based Text Detection; EAST, Efficient and Accurate Scene Text Detector; 
ResNet50, Residual Neural Network; PAVNET, Deep but Lightweight Neural Network; STN-OCR, Spatial Transformer Network; Poly-FRCNN, 
Polygon-Faster-Region-based Convolutional Neural Network; RFRN, Recurrent Feature Refinement Network; CTPN, Connectionist Text 
Proposal Network; SSTD, Single Shot Text Detector; Corner, scene text detector that localizes text by corner point detection and position-
sensitive segmentation; TB, TextBoxes++; RRD, Rotation-sensitive Regression Detector; MCN, Markov Clustering Network; TextSnake, 
A Flexible Representation for Detecting Text of Arbitrary Shapes; PSENet, Progressive Scale Expansion Network; SPCNet, Scale Position 
Correlation Network; LOMO, Look More Than Once; ATRR, Arbitrary Shape Scene Text Detection with Adaptive Text Region Representation; 
CRAFT, Character Region Awareness for Text Detection; PAN, Pixel Aggregation Network; SAE, Shape-Aware Embedding; GCN, Graph 
Convolutional Network; WSSTD, Weakly Supervised Scene Text Detection; DB, differentiable binarization network.
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